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Náfate, Gabriel Merino, Tomás
Torres, Rafael Hernández, and Juan
Rendon in December 2001. The ex-
act location is being withheld on the
orders of INAH, the Instituto Na-
cional de Antropológia y Historia,
until a complete archaeological
study has been completed.

Cueva del Puercoespín, Col.
Benito Juárez, Mpio. de San

Fernando, Chiapas, is located at
16°54′32.7″N, 93°11′40.9″W, eleva-
tion 1001 meters. (A map of the cave
appears in the article on its explo-
ration by Calvin Smith elsewhere in
this issue.) With seventy man-hours
of work during three expeditions,
our group was able to survey 700
meters of passage to a depth of 380
meters. The entrance is divided into
two parts, each approximately 15
meters high, and carries a small
stream that later merges with addi-
tional flows. About twenty large
boulders 3 to 5 meters in diameter
are piled outside the entrance. In-
side, our friend the porcupine has
made his den to the left, just at the

first rappel, happy in the complete
darkness in his bed of leaves and
twigs. The cave here has a worn,
rugged look due to flowstone over
the rock, and the walls show a
somewhat whitewashed effect.

After the first three rappels, of
about 20 meters each, comes the
narrowest vertical section of the
cave, which is roughly 1 meter
wide. Shortly after this, a 10-meter
rappel takes you to the edge of the
Galería del Silencio, an impressive
room approximately 60 meters in
height. The 40-meter rappel into it
is the longest in the cave. Here the
main branch of the stream, probably
that from the Meandro de Congrejo,
is met. A long slope leads down to
the Galería de las Piedras Negras,
which has a number of significant
stalagmites. Beyond, a 10-meter
rappel down the round Pozo Blanco
and then a 30-degree slope lead to
the Meandro Pozo Blanco, named
for a pothole carved over the years
by swirling water. A bit later, an-
other 10-meter rappel ends in a pile
of rocks, eroded dangerously sharp

over the years. This room is a spec-
tacular sight, and a window opens
into Pozo la Ventana, where the
cave divides into two passages that
join after a few meters in an area
named Meandro de los Tres Pozos,
full of small, still pools that team
with life. The cave becomes nar-
rower here, and there is a pool of
considerable size located towards
the middle of the long passageway.

The narrow part continues for
about 80 meters and ends at con-
secutive rappels of 20 and 25
meters. These drop into an impres-
sive room and a chamber with two
deep, turquoise-colored pools with
small white amphipods. A short
free-dive was made in one of the
pools, but the route became much
narrower and appeared to stay that
way for some distance. Without
diving equipment it is impossible
to push these pools.

The cave was explored in March
2002 by Mauricio Náfate, Tomás
Torres, Calvin Smith, Alejandro
Gómez, Gabriel Merino, René
Cifuentes, Erwin Samayoa, and
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